Reversible logic has shown considerable acceptance and growth in the research fields like quantum computing, Nano computing and optical computing promising lower power dissipation. This paper proposes an optimised design single-bit reversible comparator called SKAR gate with a purpose of reducing quantum cost. Besides, this novel SKAR gate is used as a single-bit reversible comparator to construct an optimised design for a fourbit reversible comparator. The paper discusses two designs, one with the use of SKAR gate and other one using a derivative gate constructed from SKAR gate. Since the reversible logic aims at reducing the value of its fundamental parameters viz. quantum cost, garbage outputs, ancillary inputs, delay and number of gates; Both the proposed designs for single-bit and four-bit reversible comparator are compared with other existing designs on the basis of elementary parameters of reversible logic.
Introduction
According to R. Landeuer, a small amount of finite energy is always released in an irreversible operation in which bit(s) being erased [1] . He commented that the energy released or dissipated in an irreversible computation is "kTln2" joules [2] . This figure is not a catastrophe only if it is seen as a single bit erasure. As millions of millions logic circuits are embedded on a single chip of irreversible operational characteristics; this figure becomes quite a challenge for the operational speed and lifetime of the whole circuit.
Furthermore, Gordon E. Moore, co-founder of Intel Corporation, speculated that the number of transistors or circuit elements on a chip will double every two years [3] . As this prediction is self-attesting itself till date, there must be an upper limit on the number of circuit elements that can be embedded on an integrated circuit chip. It is anticipated that a single atom transistor will suffice Moore"s law as a size of transistor smaller than atomic scale is, lithographically, unachievable [4] . So, advancements in integrated circuit technology have to be done on a sub-atomic scale and thus a gateway to quantum computing starts to build up.
The above exploration makes a platform to discuss about Reversible Logic and Quantum Computing. Initially, Reversible logic is supposed to be the new method to the computing world by yielding outputs with lesser power dissipation [5] . The applications of reversible circuits are seemingly quite extensive in quantum computing. Research indicates that reversible logic can prove to be less expensive in terms of power dissipation than conventional irreversible logic with the exponential increase in the number of transistors on a single chip of intact area.
Reversible Logic is a computational logic in which computations done are reversible i.e. time-invertible [5] . The idea is based upon the fact that from elapsing inputs to outputs, no bit must be erased. Every input must reach to at least one output. For Reversible logic to be achieved, some conditions must prevail [6] .
 Number of inputs must be equal to the number of outputs. This is mandatory for one-to-one mapping between the inputs and the outputs. Every unique input must have a distinct output. It, therefore, signifies the condition for time-invertibility of the inputs and the outputs i.e. the outputs achieved must be transformed back into the outputs.  No fan-out is allowed. It generally means that the output should drive only a single forthcoming input.
Outputs should not be allowed to load more than a single data line.  No closed loops or feedbacks are permitted. The outputs should never be connected back to the inputs.
Quantum Computing is that branch of computing in which the computational elementary operations are done by using sub-atomic data carriers [6] . For example, electron spinning in either directions anticlockwise and clockwise, may be justified as basis binary |1〉 or |0〉, the ket notation. In quantum computing, the operands on the quantum circuits are called qubits, which in contrast to conventional binary digits used in classical computing, can maintain more than a single state at a given point of time [7] . In case of classical bits, there is only two feasible states "1" and "0"; whereas quantum bits or qubits can maintain themselves in a state of basis binary |0〉, |1〉, or superposition of |0〉 and |1〉. The term basis binary represents the orthonormal basis complex vector of two-dimension space. Superposition of the basis vector |0〉 and |1〉 is mathematically expressed as |ψ〉=α|0〉+β|1〉 i.e. the probability of showing a state containing only basis vector |0〉 and |1〉 is |α|2 and |β|2. Quantum computing uses reversible logic as its base to construct quantum circuits which can therefore be elaborated to form application-specific complex quantum circuits.
Comparator is an electronic circuit used to compare two numbers of a given number of bits to return either the numbers are equal or one number is greater than the other one. The existing works have depicted a few reversible circuits which work as comparator and have designed the circuits by using more number of elementary parameters than our proposed work. The quantum reversible logic aims at using the less resources possible and delivering the fast but less power-harnessing computing of the quantum theory. This paper propounds a reversible single-bit comparator named SKAR gate and a four-bit reversible comparator design using instances of SKAR gate and derived SKAR module. The author provides two applications as single-bit and four-bit comparator with an aim for improving the elementary parameters: quantum cost, garbage outputs, ancillary inputs, hardware complexity.
Much work in the field of reversible logic circuits is being done while still its development is in infancy. Examples of this work in the field of nanotechnology are given in [13, 14] 
Literature Review
As far as the designs of single-bit comparator are concerned: In [8] , the author used five reversible gates out of which two are NG, two FG and a single NLG gate. Also, the ancillary inputs used are 6 in number with a delay of 3 units and 3 garbage outputs. The author used a NLG gate whose quantum cost is justified to be 2 [6] , due to which the total quantum cost of the single bit comparator circuit becomes 26.
In [9] , the author put forth a number of comparator designs but only two of those designs are taken in this work. The first design used PG, BJNG and FG gate, one each and delivers output with 5 ancillary inputs, 2 garbage outputs, delay of 3 units, and quantum cost of 10. The second design used one BJNG, one FG and two TG gates producing 2 garbage outputs, 5 ancillary inputs, and delay of 4 units. The circuit is designed with a quantum cost of 16.
In [6] , the researcher designed single-bit comparator using a single ZRQC module derived from ZRQG gate. The design is having a quantum cost of 7, single unit delay and single garbage output. The work proposed a ZRQC module which happens to work as single-bit comparator using 2 ancillary inputs while the author has stated it to be 4 [6] .
On the other hand, the designs of four-bit comparator specified:
In [8] , the proposed four-bit reversible comparator design used 53 gates, 13 units delay, 23 garbage outputs and 59 ancillary inputs. The comparator design"s quantum cost is not calculated in the work but it is argued to be 311 as mentioned in [6] .
In [10] , the design of four-bit reversible comparator was not directly obtained but by using the 8-bit quantum comparator design. The design is justified to be consisting of 32 reversible gates, delay of 15 units, 21 ancillary inputs, 18 garbage outputs, and a quantum cost of 90 [6] .
Referring to [6] , the author described the use of 4 ZRQC1 modules, 6 Peres gates and 6 Feynman Gates making it a total of 16 reversible gates. Besides, the design produced 20 ancillary inputs, 11 units delay, 17 garbage outputs and total quantum cost of 50 units.
The previous efficient design of a single-bit comparator has two ancillary inputs and single garbage output utilizing 7 units of quantum cost and that of a four-bit reversible comparator, delivers 50 units of quantum cost.
Proposed Work
The proposed designs of the single-bit comparator and four-bit comparator are justified in this section.
Reversible Single-bit Comparator Design
A new SKAR gate is shown in fig.1 with its quantum representation in fig.2 . The gate is a 4x4 reversible gate which can work as a single-bit comparator by taking two ancillary inputs and giving single garbage output. To show that the new proposed gate is reversible, its truth table is shown in table 1. The truth table maps each input of the SKAR gate to a unique output bit pattern. Also, there is no feedback, and number of inputs equal to the number of outputs makes it a reversible gate. Using C and D as ancillary inputs and initializing them to "0" and "1" respectively, the inputs of the comparator are A and B with reference to figure 1. Also, P becomes the single garbage output leaving Q, R and S as the outputs for A<B, A>B and A=B respectively. 
Reversible Four-bit Comparator Design
For the design of four-bit comparator, a 3×3 gate derived from SKAR gate named SKAR1 gate is used, which itself is also reversible. The gate described here follows the same ideology as used in ZRQC1 module yet difference in basic design representation may be observed [6] . The SKAR1 module, shown in fig. 4 , has identical quantum cost with the SKAR gate, the only purpose of using it here instead of its inheritor SKAR gate is to reduce the overall number of ancillary inputs and garbage outputs.
The truth table for SKAR1 module is shown by table 2 . For an irreversible four-bit comparator used in conventional digital computing, the truth table is shown in table 3. 
Two designs are proposed here for the designing of four-bit reversible comparator, one using SKAR gate and the other using SKAR1 module inherited from SKAR gate itself. Design 1. Using SKAR gate as the basic single-bit comparator, four-bit comparator uses 6 Peres gates, 2 Feynman gates and of course, 4 instances of SKAR gate. The arrangement of all these gates in order to provide functioning as four-bit comparator in shown in fig. 5(a) .
Design 2. Four bit comparator using SKAR1 module, depicted in fig. 5(b) , comprises of the same arrangement as used in design 1; however, the instances of SKAR gate are replaced with equal number of SKAR1 modules in their respective places. As described above both these designs offer same quantum cost but the latter design uses less ancillary inputs and hence, provides less garbage outputs. 
Results and Discussions
The designs for single-bit comparator and four-bit comparator are compared with the previous designs in this section. It has been found that the aforementioned proposed designs are optimized in terms of parameters viz. quantum cost, garbage outputs, ancillary inputs, delay and hardware complexity. The verification and authentication of the designs is stated with valid explanations.
It is postulated that the quantum cost is defined as the number of 1×1 and 2×2 reversible primitive gates required to design a given reversible circuit. Thus, number of 2×2 primitive gates in any given circuit will be the quantum cost of the given circuit [11, 12] . Thus, to justify the stated quantum cost one can just count the number of primitive quantum gates used to make a given circuit and that will be the quantum cost of the given circuit.
It has been observed that the design of single-bit comparator uses two ancillary inputs and produces single garbage output. Also, from the quantum representation given in fig. 2 , the quantum cost of SKAR gate is found to be 5. In comparison to the existing designs, the performance parameters of SKAR gate is compared in table 4. The quantum cost of SKAR1 module derived from SKAR gate is also found to be 5, which can be verified from its quantum representation given in figure 4 .
By contrasting design 1 and design 2 for the four-bit comparator, it is seen that both the designs offer identical quantum cost of 46. But the design 2 uses 8 ancillary inputs; 4 less than that of design 1. Also, the garbage outputs produced by the design 2 are 13 in number, which are 4 four less than those in design 1. 
Conclusion and Future Scope
Reversible logic attempts to achieve the functionality provided by the conventional digital computing systems but with the use of less power and resources. Hence, all the necessary components and digital circuitry is being designed using reversible logic. This paper proposes designs for single-bit comparator and four-bit comparator. Both the proposed designs offer improvements in all the aforementioned fundamental parameters used in reversible logic design viz. quantum cost, garbage outputs, ancillary inputs, number of gates and delay elapsed. The improvement in quantum cost is seemingly judged as less power consumption. These design approaches can also be modified to produce designs for 8-bit and 16-bit reversible comparator. Other implementations of reversible logic in fields like nanotechnology are shown in [13, 14] .
